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Silence is Golden
The highly anticipated and epic conclusion to the Chasing Red duology "Red,"
Caleb whispered. "Do you know how I felt when you left me?" I looked into his
eyes. The emotion I saw in them, the intensity, and the tenderness filled up my
throat. "I felt ruined. Because, Red, every time you break me apart, you put me
back together. And I always come out better than before." "So," he cupped my
face, stroking my cheek with his thumb. "Ruin me." Chasing Red Duology: Chasing
Red (Book 1) Always Red (Book 2) Praise for Chasing Red: "Chasing Red is a
perfectly sweet romance, with just the right amount of spice."—Foreword Reviews
"Readers will be chomping at the bit while waiting for the next installment!"—RT
Book Reviews "Readers will swoon over Caleb."—Publishers Weekly

The Bro Code
WARNING Please be advised that big bad wolves, wicked witches, and harmlesslooking little girls are roaming the pages of this book. It may contain graphic
descriptions of wolf teeth and grandmothers with big ears. This book is not
appropriate for supernatural beings under the age of 388 (excluding anyone
wearing a red hood). DISCLAIMER: Wicked Witches Inc. and Evil Stepmother
Enterprises are not responsible for wolf bites, vampirism or witch curses incurred
during the reading of this book. The second volume of Robert Thier's WARNING
Fairy Tales series.

In 27 Days
Book 3 of the After series—newly revised and expanded, Anna Todd's After
fanfiction racked up 1 billion reads online and captivated readers across the globe.
Experience the internet's most talked-about book for yourself from the writer
Cosmopolitan called “the biggest literary phenomenon of her generation.” Tessa
and Hardin’s love was complicated before. Now it’s more confusing than ever.
AFTER WE FELLLife will never be the same. #HESSA Just as Tessa makes the
biggest decision of her life, everything changes. Revelations about first her family,
and then Hardin’s, throw everything they knew before in doubt and makes their
hard-won future together more difficult to claim. Tessa’s life begins to come
unglued. Nothing is what she thought it was. Not her friends. Not her family. The
one person she should be able to rely on, Hardin, is furious when he discovers the
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massive secret she’s been keeping. And rather than being understanding, he turns
to sabotage. Tessa knows Hardin loves her and will do anything to protect her, but
there’s a difference between loving someone and being able to have them in your
life. This cycle of jealousy, unpredictable anger, and forgiveness is exhausting.
She’s never felt so intensely for anyone, so exhilarated by someone’s kiss—but is
the irrepressible heat between her and Hardin worth all the drama? Love used to
be enough to hold them together. But if Tessa follows her heart now, will it bethe
end?

WARNING! Fairy Tales 2
Book 2 of the After series—newly revised and expanded, Anna Todd's After
fanfiction racked up one billion reads online and captivated readers across the
globe. Experience the internet's most talked-about book for yourself from the
writer Cosmopolitan called “the biggest literary phenomenon of her generation.”
Tessa has everything to lose. Hardin has nothing to loseexcept her. AFTER WE
COLLIDEDLife will never be the same. #HESSA After a tumultuous beginning to
their relationship, Tessa and Hardin were on the path to making things work. Tessa
knew Hardin could be cruel, but when a bombshell revelation is dropped about the
origins of their relationship—and Hardin’s mysterious past—Tessa is beside herself.
Hardin will always beHardin. But is he really the deep, thoughtful guy Tessa fell
madly in love with despite his angry exterior—or has he been a stranger all along?
She wishes she could walk away. It’s just not that easy. Not with the memory of
passionate nights spent in his arms. His electric touch. His hungry kisses. Still,
Tessa’s not sure she can endure one more broken promise. She put so much on
hold for Hardin—school, friends, her mom, a relationship with a guy who really
loved her, and now possibly even a promising new career. She needs to move
forward with her life. Hardin knows he made a mistake, possibly the biggest one of
his life. He’s not going down without a fight. But can he change? Will he changefor
love?

Surviving Adam Meade
Egypt land of romance, mystery, and exploding camels. Lilly Linton thought she'd
be ready for anything after one month of working for her boss - cold, calculating
businessman Rikkard Ambrose. But when they embark on a perilous hunt through
the desert, she has to face dangers beyond anything she has encountered before:
deadly storms, marauding bandits, and worst of all, a wedding ring Can the
desert's heat truly be enough to melt the cold heart of Britain's richest financier?
With additional chapters from the perspective of Mr Rikkard Ambrose.

Hopelessly Shattered
An irresistible roller coaster of a high school romance, perfect for fans of Beth
Reekles and Jenny Han. Macy Anderson is a seventeen-year-old tomboy and
captain of her school's soccer team. Sam Cahill is a rich bad boy with a British
accent and cocky attitude. Macy tells herself she won't fall for his charm. But as
the two get to know each other, and Macy starts uncovering Sam's secrets, she
begins to realise keeping that promise to herself is going to be harder than she
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thought . . .

In the Eye of the Storm
"Imagine Game of Thrones with less blood and more gender confusion and you get
a taste of this knightly epic." - The Guardian Brash, cocky, and unbeatable with a
sword (well, almost), Sam of Haywood is the most promising Paladin trainee in the
kingdom of Thule and knows it. The only problem is that Sam is really Lady
Samantha, daughter of the seventeenth Duke of Haywood, and if her father has his
way, she'll be marrying a Paladin, not becoming one. But Sam has never held
much interest in playing damsel-in-distress, and so she rescues herself from a
lifetime of boredom and matrimonial drudgery. Disguised as a boy, Sam leaves
home behind to fight demons--the most dangerous monsters in Thule--alongside
the kingdom's elite warriors. Pity that Tristan Lyons, the Paladin assigned to train
her, is none other than the hero of her childhood. He hasn't recognized her-yet-but
if he does, he'll take away her sword and send her packing. Sam is not the only
trainee hiding secrets: Braeden is a half-demon with a dark past that might be
unforgivable. Whether he can be trusted is anyone's guess, including his. As
demons wreak havoc across the land, rebellion stirs in the West, led by a rival
faction of warriors. A war between men is coming, and Sam must pick a side. Will
saving the kingdom cost her life-or just her heart?

After
An acclaimed novel by the author of The Mistress of Spices, and Before We Visit
the Goddess. Jhumpa Lahiri praises: "One Amazing Thing collapses the walls
dividing characters and cultures; what endures is a chorus of voices in one single
room." Late afternoon sun sneaks through the windows of a passport and visa
office in an unnamed American city. Most customers and even most office workers
have come and gone, but nine people remain. A punky teenager with an
unexpected gift. An upper-class Caucasian couple whose relationship is
disintegrating. A young Muslim-American man struggling with the fallout of 9/11. A
graduate student haunted by a question about love. An African-American exsoldier searching for redemption. A Chinese grandmother with a secret past. And
two visa office workers on the verge of an adulterous affair. When an earthquake
rips through the afternoon lull, trapping these nine characters together, their focus
first jolts to their collective struggle to survive. There's little food. The office begins
to flood. Then, at a moment when the psychological and emotional stress seems
nearly too much for them to bear, the young graduate student suggests that each
tell a personal tale, "one amazing thing" from their lives, which they have never
told anyone before. And as their surprising stories of romance, marriage, family,
political upheaval, and self-discovery unfold against the urgency of their life-ordeath circumstances, the novel proves the transcendent power of stories and the
meaningfulness of human expression itself. From Chitra Divakaruni, author of such
finely wrought, bestselling novels as Sister of My Heart, The Palace of Illusions, and
The Mistress of Spices, comes her most compelling and transporting story to date.
One Amazing Thing is a passionate creation about survival--and about the reasons
to survive.
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After We Collided
The highly anticipated new novel from the author whose debut was called “The
smart summer thriller you’ve been waiting forThe novel you should be reading
tonight” (NPR’s All Things Considered) and was named a Book of the Year by NPR
and an Entertainment Weekly Must-List Pick Christopher J. Yates’s cult hit Black
Chalk introduced that rare writerly talent: a literary writer who could write a plot
with the intricacy of a brilliant mental puzzle, and with characters so absorbing
that readers are immediately gripped. Yates’s new book does not disappoint. Grist
Mill Road is a dark, twisted, and expertly plotted Rashomon-style tale. The year is
1982; the setting, an Edenic hamlet some ninety miles north of New York City.
There, among the craggy rock cliffs and glacial ponds of timeworn mountains,
three friends—Patrick, Matthew, and Hannah—are bound together by a terrible and
seemingly senseless crime. Twenty-six years later, in New York City, living lives
their younger selves never could have predicted, the three meet again—with even
more devastating results.

Defending Allye
Perfect for fans of Neil Gaiman and Michael Grant, this darkly thrilling novel is a
powerful blend of fantasy and science-fiction. Rail and Moa are two teenage
thieves. Vago is a golem of metal and flesh. All three are denizens of Orokos, a city
scoured by chaotic storms that rearrange streets and turn children into glass. No
one can enter the city, or leave. Until one day Rail finds a mysterious artifact that
may hold the key to the secrets of the city - and the chance of escape. And so
begins an impossible quest. Get ready for a breathtaking adventure.

After We Fell
Ayla has uncovered a terrible secret: the man she loves is in fact her worst enemy.
As a mighty army gathers to destroy her and her people, she must ask herself: will
he join them to destroy her? Must she cut him out of her heart to survive? Or is
there another way--a way to forgiveness and love? Special Edition with secret
chapters revealed and insights into Sir Reuben's mysterious past.

Sphinx's Queen
Family - the most important thing in the world, right? If it's your own, maybe. But if
it's the family of the incredibly powerful, incredibly alluring businessman with
whom you've been conducting a secret office affair, and they don't yet know about
the affair, things are a little bit different. Life is about to get real for Lilly Linton. All
those stolen moments behind closed doors, those secret kisses and whispered
words are about to catch up with her. As she and her boss, business-magnate
Rikkard Ambrose, travel north to his parents' palatial estate, she is about to
discover whether she has the strength to step out of the shadows and change her
fate forever. Volume four of the award-winning Storm and Silence series.

Hunting for Silence
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From the outside, Everest has it all, but there's only one girl who can see him for
who he truly is High school senior Everest is the most popular guy in school. On the
surface, handsome, wealthy and captain of the football team, but inside,
desperately unhappy. Depressed and suicidal, he tries to take his life. Beverly is
the exact opposite. Quiet, shy, and hard-working, she'd rather spend her time in
the library, distracting herself from her less-than-perfect home life. Everest returns
to school, in more pain than ever. Discarded by his friends and girlfriend, he is
totally isolated. But when Beverly and Everest meet unexpectedly in a dusty corner
of the library, together they discover how just how rich life can be - how love,
tenderness and acceptance can change their lives forever A sensitive, heartfelt
#ownvoices love story about finding your inner strength, perfect for fans of Nicola
Yoon and All the Bright Places.

The Art of War
Her professor just saw her mostly naked. Awkwardness is guaranteed to ensue.
Proceeds for the month of release go to College Track (501c3), providing college
scholarships and resources for vulnerable / limited resource populations. At
collegetrack.org What do you do when your freakishly smart and wickedly sarcastic
Research Methods professor sees you mostly naked? You befriend him, of course.
‘Kissing Galileo’ is the second book in the Dear Professor series, is 60k words, and
can be read as a standalone. A shorter version of this story (40k words) was
entitled ‘Nobody Looks Good Naked’ and was available via Penny Reid’s newsletter
for free over the course of 2018-19.

Get Even
A collection of four love stories featuring Shelby, Miles, and other characters from
the Fallen series.

One Amazing Thing
Single Mother- check Dead Father- check Motherless Childhood- check Librariancheck Black Rimmed Glasses to Fit the Job Description- check The Biggest A-hole in
the World for an Ex- double check When you're born you never know what life will
throw at you. You just make the best of it no matter what happens. That's pretty
much been my go-to since infancy. Then the charming, bald headed, blue eyed,
Brent came along and I thought all the suck in life had been flushed down the
drain. Ha! That's when my true journey began-motherhood. This is my story, on
how I took life by the go-nads when I decided I needed closure from my past-my
father's sudden death in particular. But what happens next wasn't anything I
expected It's hopeless shattering.exciting scaryjoyfulpriceless and I owe it all to
one man Bear, a chapter president of the Sacred Sinners Motorcycle Club.
Warning: Contains adult sexual content, the excessive use of the F-word, cheating,
and whatever else that makes it unsuitable for anyone under the age of 18. 1st
Novel in a Duology - that could also be read as a possible standalone.

The Quirky Tale of April Hale
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BIONThe moment I see her I know, it's like I found the meaning to my existence,
but then they try to take her from me. I've waited too long to lose her now, if they
think they can take what is mine they will have to go through me.BRIELLEMy whole
life I've been told that I'm not good enough, therefore when Bion shows an interest
in me I can't believe that a man that can have any woman he wants will want me.
He's possessive, handsome and as hot as hell, but after being put down my whole
life, will he be able to make me believe that I'm the woman for him?BION is a
steamy possessive, alpha male romance with guaranteed HEA, no cheating, and no
cliff-hanger! This book is the fifth book in the Elemental's MC series.

The Shameless Hour
"Book one of the After series--the Internet sensation with millions of readers. Tessa
didn't plan on meeting Hardin during her freshman year of college. But now that
she has, her life will never be the same"--

The Promise of Jenny Jones
A desperate mother takes Jenny Jones' place in front of a firing squad in exchange
for Jenny's promise to see her daughter safely to California. Though she and the sixyear-old Graciela get off to a rocky start, Jenny will do everything in her power to
keep her promise, even with the child's cousins in hot pursuit. Then she is
mysteriously drawn to the handsome cowboy Ty Sanders, and though neither know
it yet, their purpose is the same.

Bion
Moving to a new town to escape her dark past, Amelia Collins is determined to
keep her head down and finish her senior year. But her plan is proving difficult
when she runs into Aiden Parker - the school's hottest bad boy. Initially she can't
imagine anyone worse than Aiden - his good looks can't possibly excuse his bad
attitude. But soon she'll realise there's more to him than meets the eye. Now,
Amelia needs to find a way to survive senior year and not get distracted by Aiden or his gorgeous best friend, and complete player, Mason. With new friends,
rivalries, love triangles and hilarious pranks, she has enough to deal with - that is
until her past comes back to haunt her . . .

She's With Me
"There's not a dated maxim or vague prescription in it." — Newsweek Regarded as
the world's oldest military treatise, this compact volume has instructed officers and
tacticians for more than 2,000 years. From its origins in China, The Art of War
traveled the world to inform the strategies of Napoleon and World War II generals.
More recently, it has taken on a new life as a guide to competing successfully in
business, law, and sports. All of The Art of War's concepts retain their value to
modern readers, from the prudence of circumventing a strong opponent and taking
advantage of a weak one to the wisdom of preparedness and flexibility. Other
topics include strategy, tactics, maneuvering, communications, the treatment of
soldiers, and the worth of well-trained officers. History enthusiasts, business
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thought leaders, and anyone intrigued by competition and rivalry will appreciate
this elegant edition of the classic work.

Silence Breaking
HEALTH WARNING! Reading this book may cause sudden attacks of magical
metamorphosis. It may cause a fast and furry transformation into a beast, a troll, a
vegetable, or, in a worst-case scenario, a cute little blue bird. No curse-breaking
via kiss of true love guaranteed. DISCLAIMER: Beastly Beasties Inc. and the Royal
Society of Enchanted Princes are not responsible for any acquaintances, personnel
and/or random bystanders accidentally transformed into furniture. Furniture polish
and feather dusters must be purchased separately. The third volume of Robert
Thier's WARNING! Fairy Tales series.

Warning! Fairy Tales 3
Hadley Jamison is shocked when she hears that her classmate, Archer Morales, has
committed suicide. She didn’t know the quiet, reserved guy very well, but that
doesn’t stop her from feeling there was something she could have done to help
him. Hoping to find some sense of closure, Hadley attends Archer’s funeral. There,
Hadley is approached by a man who calls himself Death and offers her a deal. If
Hadley accepts, she will be sent back 27 days in time to prevent Archer from killing
himself. But when Hadley agrees to Death’s terms and goes back to right the past,
she quickly learns her mission is harder than she ever could have known. Hadley
soon discovers Archer’s reasons for being alone, and Archer realizes that having
someone to confide in isn’t as bad as he’d always thought. But when a series of
dangerous accidents starts pushing them apart, Hadley must decide whether she is
ready to risk everything—including her life—to keep Archer safe. From awardwinning Wattpad author Alison Gervais (HonorInTheRain) comes In 27 Days, a story
of redemption, first love, and the strength it takes to change the future.

Loving Blackmail
The girl who’s had everyone meets the boy who has no one. For Bella, the sweettalking, free-loving, hip-checking student manager of the Harkness men’s hockey
team, sex is a second language. She’s used to being fluent where others stutter,
and the things people say behind her back don’t (often) bother her. So she can’t
understand why her smoking hot downstairs neighbor has so much trouble staying
friends after their spontaneous night together. She knows better than to worry
about it, but there’s something in those espresso eyes that makes her second
guess herself. Rafe is appalled with himself for losing his virginity in a drunken
hookup. His strict Catholic upbringing always emphasized loving thy neighbor—but
not with a bottle of wine and a box of condoms. The result is an Ivy League bout of
awkwardness. But when Bella is leveled by a little bad luck and a downright
sinister fraternity stunt, it’s Rafe who is there to pick up the pieces. Bella doesn’t
want Rafe's help, and she’s through with men. Too bad the undeniable spark that
crackles between the two of them just can't be extinguished. “The Shameless hour
is a gift to any girl or woman who’s ever been slut-shamed. It’s magnificent.”—
Tammara Webber, New York Times bestselling author of Easy “Gripping and
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deliciously steamy, The Shameless Hour will make you cry and swoon. Sarina
Bowen is a master at drawing you in from page one and leaving you aching for
more.”— Elle Kennedy, USA Today bestselling author For fans of: Melanie Harlow,
Corinne Michaels, Meghan March, Lex Martin, Lauren Blakely, Julia Kent, Elle
Kennedy, Tijan, CD Reiss, Kendall Ryan, Vi Keeland, Penelope Ward, Jana Aston, K
Bromberg, Katy Evans, Jessica Hawkins, Kristen Proby, Penny Reid, Helena Hunting,
Sally Thorne, Kristen Ashley, Helen Hoang, Kylie Scott, Christina Lauren, Jana
Aston, Sawyer Bennett, Lexi Ryan, Karina Halle, Skye Warren, Kennedy Ryan, Jodi
Ellen Mapas, Zoe York, LJ Shen, Kristan Higgins, Jill Shalvis, Colleen Hoover, Sara
Ney, Toni Aleo, Catherine Gayle, Jami Davenport, Cambria Herbert, Tammara
Webber, Colleen Hoover, Emma Chase, Alice Clayton, Sabrina Bowen.

Pale as Death
"New York, 1917. Elizabeth Miles makes a dangerous enemy when she cons a
brutal and greedy entrepreneur out of a great deal of money. With his thugs hot on
her trail, Elizabeth seizes the moment to blend in with a group of privileged women
campaigning for women's' suffrage and an unlikely bond is formed"-- "--

Magnolia
Ancient Egypt springs to life in this enthralling sequel to Sphinx’s Princess. As she
did in Nobody’s Princess and Nobody’s Prize, author Esther Friesner offers readers
a fresh look at an iconic figure, blending historical fiction and mythology in a heady
concoction. Hunted . . . Overnight, every aspect of Nefertiti’s life has changed. She
is no longer living at the royal palace as the intended bride of the crown prince.
Instead, she is being chased by the prince and his soldiers for a crime she did not
commit. Hidden . . . Traveling with two of her dearest friends, including the crown
prince’s brother, who helped her escape, Nefertiti takes shelter in the wild hills
along the Nile’s west bank. She must rely on her own resourcefulness and skills (all
those secret archery lessons prove very useful) as the fugitives fight to survive.
Haunted . . . But the need for justice gnaws at Nefertiti. She is determined to plead
her case to the Pharaoh and set things right. As she begins to question long-held
sacred beliefs—a questioning that could alter the fabric of Egyptian society—her
extraordinary journey from commoner to royalty brings adventure, intrigue, and
romance. From the Hardcover edition.

Grist Mill Road
From the dark depths of Hollywood’s past The crime scene is horrific: the corpse of
a young actress, drained of blood and cut in two. LAPD Detective Sophie Manning’s
new case is high-profile and difficult—there’s no evidence to work with. And it’s a
disturbing echo of the infamous Black Dahlia killing. Sophie is burning the candle at
both ends, desperate to catch the murderer before he strikes again, when she
starts to experience inexplicable visits…from ghosts. Bruce McFadden has a
particular talent that can help Sophie—he can speak with the dead. As a consultant
for the FBI’s paranormal team, the Krewe of Hunters, he’s been tasked with
Sophie’s case and they’re forced to partner up. But Sophie doesn’t want his help,
and she doesn’t want to share his peculiar skill. And she certainly isn’t ready for
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love, despite Bruce’s attentions. As the killer taunts the police, Sophie and Bruce
will discover that the threat is closer to home than they’d ever realized. Working
side by side is the only way they’ll stop this deadly sequel.

City of Lies
If the only way to save the world was to destroy what you loved most, would you
do it? The clock is ticking. Everyone must choose. Passion. Power. Secrets.
Enchantment. Danger closes in around the Shadowhunters in the third and final
instalment of the bestselling Infernal Devices trilogy.

The Bad Boy and the Tomboy
What Ruxin Novak wants he gets by any means necessary. When he finds himself
wanting sweet innocent Eva Thorpe, he resorts to blackmailing her. With every
second he spends with her he feels more drawn to her.With a new possessive fake
boyfriend Eva finds herself getting lost in her feelings for Ruxin. Will she see him as
the cold hearted person everyone else says he is, or find the real man beneath it
all?

Kissing Galileo
The two have been playing a cat and mouse game for months. So far, Lilly has
been able to fight down and deny her attraction to Mr Ambrose. But what happens
when suddenly, the dark secrets of his past begin to surface and they are forced to
go on a perilous journey into the South-American jungle? A journey they can only
survive if they band together?Enter the world of Mr Rikkard Ambrose, where the
only rule is: Knowledge is power is time is money!

Saving Everest
Freedom - that is what Lilly Linton wants most in life. Not marriage, not a brood of
squalling brats, and certainly not love, thank you very much But freedom is a rare
commodity in 19th-century London, where girls are expected to spend their lives
sitting at home, fully occupied with looking pretty. Lilly is at her wits' end - until a
chance encounter with a dark, dangerous and powerful stranger changes her life
forever Enter the world of Mr Rikkard Ambrose, where the only rule is: Knowledge
is power is time is money Winner of the People's Choice Award 2015

Storm Thief
Tall, dark, and mysterious-Ryder Black is everything a girl wants. The catch? He's
trouble. Naturally, he's irresistibly charming. Surprisingly, he's impressively
academic, too. But it's his knack for getting into fights that makes him notorious.
Dorky, clumsy, and just plain odd-April Hale talks like Yoda, eats her food based on
the day of the week, and prefers binge watching TV shows to partying. She has
also spent the past few years eavesdropping on the Blacks' morning fights. It was
her daily routine. Until that one morning that Ryder catches her looking into his
bedroom window and she becomes all but anonymous in his eyes. Hell-bent on
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making contact, Ryder gets a sneak peek into the quirky world of April when she
stuffs all of her fingers in her mouth and faints the first time he talks to her. She's
unusual. He's captivated. In this delightfully wacky and fun story, we discover that
sometimes what makes us outcasts from the world are the very things that make
us special. Join April and Ryder in their journey to discovering more about life and
about each other. It will give you butterflies in the stomach, tickle your funny
bones, and pull at your heartstrings until the very last page.

Paladin
British business mogul Rikkard Ambrose has departed London to face his arch-rival
in a deadly game of espionage and intrigue at the Royal Court of France, leaving
his lady love behind to knit socks and twiddle her thumbs. Left behind alone? That
is not something Lilly Linton is willing to put up with! Determined to show her boss
who's boss, she embarks on her most dangerous adventure yet, armed with the
most powerful weapon of all: love-and, just in case, her trusted revolver. The 5th
volume of Robert Thier's award-winning Storm and Silence series.

Always Red
The Breakfast Club meets Pretty Little Liars in Gretchen McNeil’s witty and
suspenseful novel about four disparate girls who join forces to take revenge on
high school bullies and create dangerous enemies for themselves in the process.
Bree, Olivia, Kitty, and Margot have nothing in common—at least that’s what
they’d like the students and administrators of their elite private school to think.
The girls have different goals, different friends, and different lives, but they share
one very big secret: They’re all members of Don’t Get Mad, a secret society that
anonymously takes revenge on the school’s bullies, mean girls, and tyrannical
teachers. When their latest target ends up dead with a blood-soaked “DGM” card
in his hands, the girls realize that they’re not as anonymous as they thought—and
that someone now wants revenge on them. Soon the clues are piling up, the police
are closing in . . . and everyone has something to lose.

Storm and Silence
The darling of the Roman Empire is in for the fight of her life in this lush sequel to
the acclaimed historical fantasy The Valiant. Be brave, gladiatrix And be wary.
Once you win Caesar's love, you'll earn his enemies' hate. Fallon was warned. Now
she is about to pay the price for winning the love of the Roman people as Caesar's
victorious gladiatrix. In this highly anticipated sequel to THE VALIANT, Fallon and
her warrior sisters find themselves thrust into a vicious conflict with a rival
gladiator academy, one that will threaten not only Fallon's heart - and her love for
Roman soldier Cai - but the very heart of the ancient Roman Empire. When dark
treachery and vicious power struggles threaten her hard-won freedom, the only
thing that might help the girl known as Victrix save herself and her sisters is a tribe
of long-forgotten mythic Amazon warriors. The only trouble is, they might just kill
her themselves first.

The Robber Knight's Love - Special Edition
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From the International Phenomenon with over 200 Million Reads on Wattpad She's
never at a loss for words. He's determined to have the last one. KARA There he
was with his piercing blue eyes and Lucifer black hair. He was leaning against the
wall, a lollipop in his mouth, hot as hell and twice as dangerous. Kara Hawthorne
never backs down, especially when it comes to protecting her family. CAM She
looked so soft, harmless, like a pretty kitten, but she was as safe as a ticking time
bomb. My sweet, sweet Spitfire. Cameron St. Laurent isn't intimidated by the feisty
woman at his doorstep. And when she asks him for the impossible, Cameron knows
just how to sweeten the deal The two combustible personalities are faced with
unavoidable off-the-charts chemistry. But when Cam's dark past shows up, he'll
have to slay his demons and lay himself on the line to win Kara, body and soul.

The Defiant
Some rules were made to be broken. As a certified stand-up bro, Nick Maguire
knows that some things in life are sacred: Do not skip ab workouts. Never back
down from spicy foods. And always accept the outcome of Rock, Paper, Scissors.
For these are the revered doctrines of The Bro Code, rules of conduct that have
been passed down through the ages from bro to bro. Heading into his senior year,
Cassidy High’s star soccer player has his priorities straight and intends to spend his
time playing sports, hanging out, and living by the code. But when his best bro
Carter’s sister Eliza returns from studying overseas, the awkward, academic girl
Nick remembers is different. Carter might be Nick’s bro, but Eliza becomes his
whole world—and choosing between them is unimaginable. Ultimately, Nick needs
to decide if being with the girl of his dreams is worth breaking The Bro Code’s most
important rule of all: never date your best bro’s sister . . . because he simply can’t
have both.

Clockwork Princess
Seventeen-year-old Claire Collins has a plan: get into college and leave North
Carolina behind. What she doesn’t have is an idea for how to get rid of the local
football star and womanizer extraordinaire—Adam Meade, who she can’t even
avoid (despite many efforts), because Claire’s dad is the high school football
coach. Seventeen-year-old Adam Meade never fails. He always gets what he wants
. . . until he meets Claire, the new girl who leaves him unnerved, pissed off, and
confused. But there’s something about her that he just can’t resist . . . With the
bite of lemon meringue pie and the sugar of sweet tea, Surviving Adam Meade is a
sexy and compelling young adult novel about two strong-willed people who think
they know what they want but have no idea what they need. Praise for Surviving
Adam Meade: “I loved the sarcasm and the humor. I can relate to this story so it
was a lovely read.” —Catherine Cadwell, reader on SwoonReads.com “This is an
amazing story where you don't realize you've fallen for the characters until it's too
late.” —DemoGod_ShadowHunter, reader on SwoonReads.com “The humor and wit
is clever, the relationships ring true, and the emotions are deep.”
—4thPowerMama, reader on SwoonReads.com

Fallen in Love
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Jenna and Ryder are far from friends—until a storm stirs up their passion in this
contemporary southern romance from New York Times bestselling author Kristi
Cook. In Magnolia Branch, Mississippi, The Cafferty and Marsden families are
practically royalty. Neighbors since the Civil War, the families have shared
vacations, holidays, backyard barbecues, and the overwhelming desire to unite
their two clans by marriage. So when the families finally have a baby boy and girl
at the same time, the perfect opportunity seems to have arrived. Except Jemma
Cafferty and Ryder Marsden have no intention of giving in to their parents’ wishes.
They’re only seventeen—oh, and also? They hate each other. Jemma can’t stand
Ryder’s nauseating golden-boy persona, and Ryder would prefer it if stubbornheaded Jemma didn’t exist. And their communication is not exactly effective: even
a casual hello turns into a yelling match. But when a violent Mississippi storm
ravages through Magnolia Branch, it unearths feelings Jemma and Ryder didn’t
know they had. And the line between love and hate just might be thin enough to
cross…

Spitfire in Love
Love is a life-and-death risk for the Mountain Mercenaries in New York Times
bestselling author Susan Stoker's explosive series of alpha heroes, hot action, and
hard passion Ever since his rescue op off the Pacific Coast, Mountain Mercenary
Gray Rogers hasn't been able to forget his latest "job"--Allye Martin. Any other
woman would have panicked during a rescue, but the wily dancer kept her
cool--even after being kidnapped by an elusive human trafficker. And Gray couldn't
be happier when a grateful Allye follows him home to Colorado Springs For Allye,
finding sanctuary in the arms--and bed--of the former Navy SEAL is only temporary.
People are disappearing off the streets of San Francisco, victims of the same
underground trade that targeted her, and Allye could be the key to dismantling the
entire operation. She's willing to do anything to bring them down. Gray isn't--for
good reason. But you don't say no to a tough girl like Allye who refuses to play it
safe. Now Gray is risking more than ever before. The Mountain Mercenaries have
his back. But is it enough to keep the woman he loves out of harm's way?
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